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Dilapidation Assessment
A pre-acquisition survey can provide
you with valuable information and
may identify areas where you should
seek to limit your repairing obligation and can also assess a financial
dilapidations liability.
Depending upon the wording of your
lease you may be responsible for the
cost of preparation, service and
negotiation of the Schedule.
We can check your repairing
obligations and review the condition
of the premises thus enabling you to
set appropriate budgets.
A proactive approach reduces your
liabilities and places you in control.

Dilapidation Negotiation

Schedule of Condition

The first thing to do is ensure you
act in accordance with any timings
set down in the Lease, if not the
Landlord may be permitted to take
control of any works.

Unless careful a Tenant can be at the
mercy of their Landlord when they
enter into a Lease as the condition is
often accepted as being good and
tenantable hether it is or not.

If no strategic preparation has taken
place, a swift response is essential to
help minimize cost and maintain your
options.

A Schedule of Condition can limit
significantl a Tenant s liabilit .

Bruce Shaw can negotiate a Schedule
on your behalf. This will involve
inspecting the property and Lease to
establish the facts and discussing
your occupancy. Only then can we
advise you on your liability and agree
an appropriate strategy maximising
your position.

Importantly, the presence of a
Schedule of Condition does not
abrogate the Tenant of their
repairing obligations.
We recommend particularly careful
consideration be given to accepting
assignations and believe Schedules of
Condition can be invaluable in
recording the status at the outset.

Schedules of Dilapidation Tenant
W e re gu l a r ly se rv e in ter i m
Schedules requiring Tenants to
enhance their maintenance regime.
On occasion Tenants can be
req ired to impro e the premises
due to the repairing obligations they
have accepted.
We also serve interim Schedules
following property transfers because
the new Landlord takes a different
and more pro active view of the
Tenant s obligation to maintain.
As a Tenant, unless you know the
condition of the property you are
leasing and thereafter maintain it
carefully you could be served with a
Schedule at any time.

Schedules of Dilapidation Landlord
Landlord s are increasingl a are of
the importance of extracting every
ounce from a lease. All too often we
see Tenants failing to meet their
repairing obligations and as a result
the Landlords asset becoming
increasingly neglected which in the
event of a business failure can see
the Landlord picking up the tab.
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As specialists in Dilapidations we
have a sound knowledge of relevant
guidance and also have an excellent
record of exacting appropriate
settlements on behalf of Landlords.
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Bruce Shaw, along with your legal
adviser can ensure that you
maximise your position.
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